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ABSTRACT

We present our AKARI study of massive star forming regions where a large-scale cloud-cloud collision

possibly contributes to massive star formation. Our targets are Spitzer bubbles, which consist of two

types of bubbles, closed and broken ones; the latter is a candidate of the objects created by cloud-cloud

collisions. We performed mid- and far-infrared surface photometry toward Spitzer bubbles to obtain the

relationship between the total infrared luminosity, LIR, and the bubble radius, R. As a result, we find

that LIR is roughly proportional to Rβ where β = 2.1±0.4. Broken bubbles tend to have larger radii than

closed bubbles for the same LIR.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The formation process of massive stars, which strongly

affects the interstellar environment, is still poorly under-

stood. One of compelling scenarios is a large-scale cloud-

cloud collision, which leads to an efficient gas compres-

sion to trigger massive star-formation activities. Many

pieces of observational evidence for cloud-cloud colli-

sions have been found for massive star-forming regions

by CO observations with the NANTEN/NANTEN2 ra-

dio telescopes (e.g., Torii et al., 2011; Fukui et al., 2014).

Infrared (IR) observations of such star forming regions

would provide estimates on the total energy of embed-

ded sources such as young massive stars in the regions.

Spitzer bubbles are important objects to investigate

the cloud-cloud collisions. They have been identified

in Spitzer 8 µm images (Churchwell et al., 2006) and

are generally categorized into two types, closed bubbles

and broken bubbles. According to the simulation of a

cloud-cloud collision (Habe & Ohta 1992), cloud struc-

tures similar to the broken bubbles are expected as a

resultant form. We verify a possibility that some of
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the broken bubbles have been formed by a cloud-cloud

collision, searching for a systematic difference between

closed bubbles and broken bubbles. As a first step, we

study the relationship between the total infrared lumi-

nosity, LTIR, and the radius, R, of each bubble by using

AKARI mid- and far-IR all-sky survey data.

2. OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1. Sample Selection

Our sample includes 111 Spitzer bubbles, for which in-

formation on the distance is available in several liter-

atures (e.g., Beaumont & Williams, 2009; Churchwell

et al., 2006; Deharveng et al., 2010; Pavel & Clemens,

2012; Watson et al., 2010), and the sample consists of 69

closed bubbles and 42 broken bubbles. We also checked

that these bubbles did not suffer apparent contamina-

tion from nearby objects. These bubbles were observed

in the AKARI all-sky survey at wavelengths of 9, 18, 65,

90, 140, and 160 µm. We show examples of the sample

bubbles in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Examples of Spitzer bubbles in the AKARI 9 µm

images. Upper two are closed bubbles and lower two are

broken bubbles. The solid circle and the solid line represent

the aperture size and 5′ size, respectively. The color levels

are given in units of MJy sr−1.

Figure 2. An example of SEDs, where solid, dotted, dashed

and dashed-dotted curves indicate the result of SED fitting,

PAH feature, warm dust component and cold dust compo-

nent, respectively.

2.2. Analysis Method

We carried out aperture photometry of the bubbles in

the six bands with an aperture radius which was twice

as large as the bubble radius defined in Churchwell et

al. (2006). Then, we created spectral energy distribu-

tions (SEDs) and decomposed the SEDs into polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons, warm dust and cold dust com-

ponents. Figure 2 is an example of the SED fitting. We

derived LTIR of each bubble by integrating the fitting

result with respect to the wavelength from 5 to 200 µm.

Since LTIR reflects the luminosity of embedded massive

stars contributing to dust heating, we compare LIR with

R which were calculated by using the bubble angular ra-

dius and the distance to the bubble.

Figure 3. The relationship between LTIR and the bubble ra-

dius on logarithmic scales. Triangles and squares represent

closed bubbles and broken bubbles, respectively. The line

indicates the fitting result for the closed bubbles.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the derived relationship between the

LTIR and R for all the bubbles. The closed and bro-

ken bubbles seem to have the power law relation be-

tween the LTIR and the bubble radii. We fit the data

of the closed bubbles with LTIR∝Rβ . In the fitting, the

closed bubbles which have larger radii than logR = 0.6

were excluded because they are likely to be influenced

by strong stellar wind of central massive stars. As a

result, we obtain β = 2.1±0.4.

A bubble-like structure can be formed by ionizing ra-

diation of central massive stars (Deharveng et al., 2010;

Figure 1). The radius of the ionized region is expressed

as a Strömgren radius Rs, which is related to the to-

tal number of ionizing photons, Q, emitted by a central

star:

Q =
4

3
πR3

snenpα, (1)

where ne, np and α are the electron density, proton den-

sity and recombination coefficient. Vacca et al. (1996)

calculated the relation between the bolometric luminos-

ity of a central star, Lbol, and Rs to find Lbol∼R2.6
s .

Assuming LTIR∼Lbol, our result (LTIR∝R2.1) is close

to the relation Lbol∼R2.6
s , which implies that most of

the closed bubbles are likely to be created by ionizing

radiation. On the other hand, the broken bubbles seem

to have larger radii than the closed bubbles for the same

LIR, although the difference is not obvious. We need to

verify this tendency with larger sample. If the difference

is significant, this would suggest that broken bubbles are

of cloud-cloud collision origins because their radii are ex-

pected to be determined by the sizes of collided clouds

rather than Rs.
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4. SUMMARY

We have studied Spitzer bubbles using AKARI all-sky

survey data to investigate the importance of cloud-cloud

collision for massive star formation. We carried out

aperture photometry for 111 bubbles and obtained LTIR

versus the bubble radius for each bubble to find sys-

tematic difference between closed bubbles and broken

bubbles. As a result, we find that LIR is roughly pro-

portional to Rβ where β = 2.1±0.4. Broken bubbles

tend to have larger radii than closed bubbles for the

same LIR.
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